Halloween Ideas
With Halloween just around the corner , I stopped by the neighborhood ‘Dollarama’ to get inspiration for
some Literacy and Numeracy centres. It was amazing what I discovered. Here are some of the materials and
ideas that were generated by the Early Literacy and Numeracy teachers that I am so lucky to work with.

Literacy Ideas

Halloween characters can be a starting place for lots of oral language development.


Ask students to describe the characters, promote conversations and create stories involving the
different characters.



Use the characters to help students read and match colour words. The colour words come in
matching colours or black and white



Use letters to match the beginning sounds of the characters … or the ending sounds...or use as a start
for rhyming words.



Use the character in reading and writing frames.

Candy Corn Alphabet


Identify the beginning sounds of the pictures. The candy corn could be cut into 3 parts (lower case,
upper case and matching beginning sound picture.



The candy corn letters could be sequenced.



Students can match letters to the sounds, pictures or letters.



Halloween puppets could be used to choose letters from the haunted house and identify their names
and sounds.



Puppets can be helpful in locating sight words in text. Here Dracula helps find letters or find the word
‘can’ and covers it with a ‘magic pebble’…clear glass stone.



Encourage students to use their ‘special finger nails’ to locate sounds or words in the text.



Special reading glasses. Have the students wear the glasses to search out sounds or words around the
room. Maybe use them to help students focus on text!

Numeracy Ideas



Dancing coloured skeletons – great for patterning!



Pumpkin ice cube trays make great ten frames. The ‘Zombie’ eyes fit exactly into the spaces.




Use the ‘Halloween’ ten frames for many activities.
Handfuls - ask students to grab and handful and see how many they have. How many more to make
ten? Compare handfuls… Who has more? fewer? the same?
Roll and 10 sided die. Build the number. Roll again and build again. How many altogether? Write and
number story to show the action.



8 + 6 = 14



Pumpkin Collections – ask the students to estimate how many objects are in the pumpkin. Record
their estimate and count the objects. Use various sized objects and quantities.



Spider web story mats – ask the students to create addition and subtraction stories using the spiders
and the web. (There were 2 orange, 2 purple and 1 blue spider on the web. How many spider are on
the web now?)



Halloween erasers (these were purchased at Michaels). Make patterns and copy them onto strip of
cardstock. Ask the students to create and extend the pattern at both ends.

